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Starts with OO- 

OOGAMETE AEEGMOOT female gamete of certain protozoa [n -S] 

OOGAMIES AEGIMOOS OOGAMY, state of being oogamous (having structurally dissimilar gametes) [n] 

OOGAMOUS AGMOOOSU having structurally dissimilar gametes [adj] 

OOGENIES EEGINOOS OOGENY, development of ova [n] 

OOGONIAL AGILNOOO OOGONIUM, female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [adj] 

OOGONIUM GIMNOOOU female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n -IA, -S] 

OOLACHAN AACHLNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLICHAN ACHILNOO eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OOLOGIES EGILOOOS OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [n] 

OOLOGIST GILOOOST expert in oology [n -S] 

OOMIACKS ACIKMOOS OOMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

OOPHYTES EHOOPSTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [n] 

OOPHYTIC CHIOOPTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [adj] 

OOSPERMS EMOOPRSS OOSPERM, fertilized egg [n] 

OOSPHERE EEHOOPRS unfertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OOSPORES EOOOPRSS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [n] 

OOSPORIC CIOOOPRS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [adj] 

OOTHECAE ACEEHOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [n] 

OOTHECAL ACEHLOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [adj] 

OOZINESS EINOOSSZ state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES] 

 

 Contains -OO-  

AGALWOOD AADGLOOW agalloch (fragrant wood of tropical tree) [n -S] 

AIRPROOF AFIOOPRR to make impermeable to air [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALUMROOT ALMOORTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ANOOPSIA AAINOOPS visual defect [n -S] 

ANTEROOM AEMNOORT waiting room [n -S] 

AUNTHOOD ADHNOOTU state of being aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n -S] 

BABYHOOD ABBDHOOY state of being baby [n -S] 

BACKDOOR ABCDKOOR secretive [adj] 

BACKROOM ABCKMOOR place for meeting inconspicuously [n -S] 

BACKWOOD ABCDKOOW uncouth (not couth (sophisticated)) [adj] 

BALLOONS ABLLNOOS BALLOON, to swell out [v] 

BALLROOM ABLLMOOR large room for dancing [n -S] 

BANKBOOK ABBKKNOO depositor's book [n -S] 

BAREFOOT ABEFOORT being without shoes [adj] 

BARGOONS ABGNOORS BARGOON, bargain [n] 

BARNWOOD ABDNOORW wide wood for building barns [n -S] 

BARROOMS ABMOORRS BARROOM, room where liquor is sold [n] 

BARSTOOL ABLOORST stool in barroom [n -S] 

BASSOONS ABNOOSSS BASSOON, low-pitched instrument [n] 

BASSWOOD ABDOOSSW linden tree [n -S] 

BATHROOM ABHMOORT room in which to bathe [n -S] 

BAYWOODS ABDOOSWY BAYWOOD, coarse mahogany [n] 
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BAZOOKAS AABKOOSZ BAZOOKA, small rocket launcher [n] 

BEARWOOD ABDEOORW small tree of buckthorn family [n -S] 

BEBLOODS BBDELOOS BEBLOOD, to cover with blood [v] 

BEDROOMS BDEMOORS BEDROOM, room for sleeping [n] 

BEEFWOOD BDEEFOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 

BEETROOT BEEOORTT root of beet [n -S] 

BEFOOLED BDEEFLOO BEFOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEGLOOMS BEGLMOOS BEGLOOM, to make gloomy [v] 

BEHOOVED BDEEHOOV BEHOOVE, to be proper for [v] 

BEHOOVES BEEHOOSV BEHOOF, use, advantage, or benefit [n] / BEHOOVE, to be proper for [v] 

BENTWOOD BDENOOTW wood bent for use in furniture [n -S] 

BESMOOTH BEHMOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESOOTHE BEEHOOST to soothe (to restore to quiet or normal state) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BIGAROON ABGINOOR type of cherry (fruit) [n -S] 

BIGFOOTS BFGIOOST BIGFOOT, influential person [n] / BIGFOOT, to apply one's influence as bigfoot [v] 

BILLHOOK BHIKLLOO cutting tool [n -S] 

BLOODFIN BDFILNOO freshwater fish [n -S] 

BLOODIED BDDEILOO BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODIER BDEILOOR BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

BLOODIES BDEILOOS BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO fox hunting ceremony [n -S] / BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] 

BLOODRED BDDELOOR of color of blood [adj] 

BLOOMERS BELMOORS BLOOMER, blooming plant [n] 

BLOOMERY BELMOORY furnace for smelting iron [n -RIES] 

BLOOMIER BEILMOOR BLOOMY, covered with flowers [adj] 

BLOOMING BGILMNOO process for smelting iron [n -S] / BLOOM, to bear flowers [v] 

BLOOPERS BELOOPRS BLOOPER, public blunder [n] 

BLOOPIER BEILOOPR BLOOPY, being hit that is short fly ball [adj] 

BLOOPING BGILNOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLUEBOOK BBEKLOOU examination booklet [n -S] 

BLUEWOOD BDELOOUW shrub (low, woody plant) [n -S] 

BOATHOOK ABHKOOOT pole with metal hook for use aboard boat [n -S] 

BOGWOODS BDGOOOSW BOGWOOD, preserved tree wood [n] 

BOOBIRDS BBDIOORS BOOBIRD, fan who boos players of home team [n] 

BOODLERS BDELOORS BOODLER, one that boodles (to take bribes) [n] 

BOODLING BDGILNOO BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO to dance to rock music [v  -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOGEYED BDEEGOOY BOOGEY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGYING BGGINOOY BOOGY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGYMAN ABGMNOOY bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n -MEN] 

BOOGYMEN BEGMNOOY BOOGYMAN, bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n] 

BOOHOOED BDEHOOOO BOOHOO, to weep noisily [v] 

BOOKABLE ABBEKLOO BOOK, to engage services [adj] 

BOOKBAGS ABBGKOOS BOOKBAG, bag for carrying books [n] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 
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BOOKENDS BDEKNOOS BOOKEND, to place something at either end of [v] 

BOOKFULS BFKLOOSU BOOKFUL, as much as book can hold [n] 

BOOKINGS BGIKNOOS BOOKING, engagement [n] 

BOOKLETS BEKLOOST BOOKLET, small book [n] 

BOOKLICE BCEIKLOO wingless insects that damage books [n BOOKLICE] 

BOOKLORE BEKLOOOR book learning [n -S] 

BOOKMARK ABKKMOOR to create shortcut to previously viewed website [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S] 

BOOKSHOP BHKOOOPS store where books are sold [n -S] 

BOOKWORK BKKOOORW keeping of records of accounts [n -S] 

BOOKWORM BKMOOORW avid book reader [n -S] 

BOOMIEST BEIMOOST BOOMY, prospering [adj] 

BOOMKINS BIKMNOOS BOOMKIN, bumkin (ship's spar) [n] 

BOOMLETS BELMOOST BOOMLET, small increase in prosperity [n] 

BOOMTOWN BMNOOOTW prospering town [n -S] 

BOONDOCK BCDKNOOO pertaining to backwoods area [adj] 

BOONLESS BELNOOSS having no boon [adj] 

BOOSTERS BEOORSST BOOSTER, one that boosts (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BOOSTING BGINOOST BOOST, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOOTABLE ABBELOOT BOOT, to load program into computer [adj] 

BOOTJACK ABCJKOOT device for pulling off boots [n -S] 

BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S] 

BOOTLEGS BEGLOOST BOOTLEG, to smuggle (to import or export illicitly) [v] 

BOOTLESS BELOOSST useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

BOOTLICK BCIKLOOT to flatter servilely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOZIEST BEIOOSTZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BOOZINGS BGINOOSZ BOOZING, act of drinking liquor excessively [n] 

BOWWOODS BDOOOSWW BOWWOOD, deciduous tree [n] 

BOXWOODS BDOOOSWX BOXWOOD, evergreen shrub [n] 

BOYHOODS BDHOOOSY BOYHOOD, state of being boy (male child) [n] 

BRADOONS ABDNOORS BRADOON, bridoon (device used to control horse) [n] 

BRIDOONS BDINOORS BRIDOON, device used to control horse [n] 

BROOCHES BCEHOORS BROOCH, decorative pin [n] 

BROODERS BDEOORRS BROODER, one that broods (to ponder deeply) [n] 

BROODIER BDEIOORR BROODY, tending to brood [adj] 

BROODILY BDILOORY BROODY, tending to brood [adv] 

BROODING BDGINOOR BROOD, to ponder deeply [v] 

BROOKIES BEIKOORS BROOKIE, brook trout [n] 

BROOKING BGIKNOOR BROOK, to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v] 

BROOKITE BEIKOORT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S] 

BROOMIER BEIMOORR BROOMY, abounding in broom (type of shrub) [adj] 

BROOMING BGIMNOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BUDWOODS BDDOOSUW BUDWOOD, branch having buds that is used for grafting [n] 

BUFFOONS BFFNOOSU BUFFOON, clown [n] 
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BUGABOOS ABBGOOSU BUGABOO, bugbear (object or source of dread) [n] 

BULLCOOK BCKLLOOU worker in logging camp [n -S] 

BURNOOSE BENOORSU hooded cloak [n -S] 

CABOODLE ABCDELOO collection [n -S] 

CABOOSES ABCEOOSS CABOOSE, last car of freight train [n] 

CALFHOOD ACDFHLOO state or time of being calf [n -S] 

CAMBOOSE ABCEMOOS large cabin at logging camp [n -S] 

CAMWOODS ACDMOOSW CAMWOOD, African hardwood tree [n] 

CANOODLE ACDELNOO to caress (to touch lovingly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CARDOONS ACDNOORS CARDOON, perennial plant [n] 

CARETOOK ACEKOORT CARETAKE, to take care of someone else's house or land [v] 

CARIBOOS ABCIOORS CARIBOO, caribou (large deer) [n] 

CARPOOLS ACLOOPRS CARPOOL, to take turns driving group of commuters [v] 

CARTOONS ACNOORST CARTOON, to sketch cartoon (humorous representation) of [v] 

CARTOONY ACNOORTY resembling cartoon [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

CASEBOOK ABCEKOOS law textbook [n -S] 

CASHBOOK ABCHKOOS book of monetary records [n -S] 

CESSPOOL CELOOPSS covered well or pit for sewage [n -S] 

CHAPBOOK ABCHKOOP small book of popular tales [n -S] 

CHATROOM ACHMOORT real-time online discussion group [n -S] 

CHEROOTS CEHOORST CHEROOT, square-cut cigar [n] 

CHINOOKS CHIKNOOS CHINOOK, warm wind [n] 

CHOOSERS CEHOORSS CHOOSER, one that chooses (to take by preference) [n] 

CHOOSIER CEHIOORS CHOOSEY, choosy (hard to please) [adj] / CHOOSY [adj] 

CHOOSILY CHILOOSY CHOOSY, hard to please [adv] 

CHOOSING CGHINOOS CHOOSE, to take by preference [v] 

CLUBFOOT BCFLOOTU deformed foot [n -FEET] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club's meetings [n -S] 

CLUBROOT BCLOORTU plant disease [n -S] 

COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S] 

COCOONED CCDENOOO COCOON, to wrap or envelop tightly [v] 

COCOONER CCENOOOR one who retreats to private world of family [n -S] 

CODEBOOK BCDEKOOO book listing words and their coded equivalents [n -S] 

COLTHOOD CDHLOOOT state or time of being colt [n -S] 

COOEEING CEEGINOO COOEE, to cry out shrilly [v] 

COOEYING CEGINOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

COOINGLY CGILNOOY in manner of cooing doves; affectionately [adv] 

COOKABLE ABCEKLOO COOK, to prepare food by heating [adj] / something that can be cooked [n -S] 

COOKBOOK BCKKOOOO book of recipes [n -S] 

COOKINGS CGIKNOOS COOKING, act of one that cooks [n] 

COOKLESS CEKLOOSS having no person that cooks [adj] 

COOKOFFS CFFKOOOS COOKOFF, cooking contest [n] 

COOKOUTS CKOOOSTU COOKOUT, meal eaten and prepared outdoors [n] 

COOKSHOP CHKOOOPS shop that sells cooked food [n -S] 

COOKTOPS CKOOOPST COOKTOP, counter-top cooking apparatus [n] 

COOKWARE ACEKOORW utensils used in cooking [n -S] 
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COOLABAH AABCHLOO Australian gum tree [n -S] 

COOLANTS ACLNOOST COOLANT, fluid used to cool engines [n] 

COOLDOWN CDLNOOOW gradual return of physiological functions to normal levels after strenuous exercise [n -S] 

COOLIBAH ABCHILOO coolabah (Australian gum tree) [n -S] 

COOLNESS CELNOOSS state of being cool (moderately cold) [n -ES] 

COONCANS ACCNNOOS COONCAN, conquian (card game) [n] 

COONSHIT CHINOOST offensive word [n -S] 

COONSKIN CIKNNOOS pelt of raccoon [n -S] 

COONTIES CEINOOST COONTIE, tropical plant [n] 

COOPERED CDEEOOPR COOPER, to make or mend barrels [v] 

COOPTING CGINOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v] 

COOPTION CINOOOPT act of coopting (to elect or appoint) [n -S] 

COPYBOOK BCKOOOPY book used in teaching penmanship [n -S] 

CORDWOOD CDDOOORW wood used for fuel [n -S] 

CORKWOOD CDKOOORW small tree [n -S] 

CRAMPOON ACMNOOPR crampon (device for raising heavy objects) [n -S] 

CROOKERY CEKOORRY crooked activity [n -RIES] 

CROOKEST CEKOORST CROOK, sick (affected with disease or ill health) [adj] 

CROOKING CGIKNOOR CROOK, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v] 

CROONERS CENOORRS CROONER, one that croons (to sing softly) [n] 

CROONIER CEINOORR CROONY, having or being soft singing style [adj] 

CROONING CGINNOOR CROON, to sing softly [v] 

CROWFOOT CFOOORTW flowering plant [n -FEET, -S] 

CUCKOOED CCDEKOOU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

DAGWOODS ADDGOOSW DAGWOOD, large sandwich [n] 

DAMFOOLS ADFLMOOS DAMFOOL, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DARKROOM ADKMOORR room in which film is processed [n -S] 

DATEBOOK ABDEKOOT notebook for listing appointments [n -S] 

DAYBOOKS ABDKOOSY DAYBOOK, diary (personal journal) [n] 

DAYROOMS ADMOORSY DAYROOM, room for reading and recreation [n] 

DEADWOOD ADDDEOOW reinforcement in ship's keel [n -S] 

DEWOOLED DDEELOOW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DHOOLIES DEHILOOS DHOOLY, doolee (stretcher for sick or wounded) [n] 

DHOOTIES DEHIOOST DHOOTIE, dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n] 

DISPROOF DFIOOPRS act of disproving (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S] 

DISROOTS DIOORSST DISROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

DOGTOOTH DGHOOOTT cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

DOGWOODS DDGOOOSW DOGWOOD, tree [n] 

DOODLERS DDELOORS DOODLER, one that doodles (to draw or scribble aimlessly) [n] 

DOODLING DDGILNOO DOODLE, to draw or scribble aimlessly [v] 

DOOFUSES DEFOOSSU DOOFUS, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DOOMIEST DEIMOOST DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil (something that is evil))) [adj] 

DOOMSDAY ADDMOOSY judgment day [n -S] 

DOOMSTER DEMOORST judge [n -S] 

DOORBELL BDELLOOR bell at door [n -S] 

DOORCASE ACDEOORS frame for door [n -S] 
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DOORJAMB ABDJMOOR vertical piece at side of doorway [n -S] 

DOORKNOB BDKNOOOR handle for opening door [n -S] 

DOORLESS DELOORSS having no door [adj] 

DOORMATS ADMOORST DOORMAT, mat placed in front of door [n] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOORPOST DOOOPRST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

DOORSILL DILLOORS sill of door [n -S] 

DOORSTEP DEOOPRST step leading to door [n -S] 

DOORSTOP DOOOPRST object used for holding door open [n -S] 

DOORWAYS ADOORSWY DOORWAY, entranceway to room or building [n] 

DOORYARD ADDOORRY yard in front of house [n -S] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DRAGOONS ADGNOORS DRAGOON, to harass by use of troops [v] 

DROOLIER DEILOORR DROOLY, drooling [adj] 

DROOLING DGILNOOR DROOL, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 

DROOPIER DEIOOPRR DROOPY, drooping [adj] 

DROOPILY DILOOPRY DROOPY, drooping [adv] 

DROOPING DGINOOPR DROOP, to hang downward [v] 

DYEWOODS DDEOOSWY DYEWOOD, wood from which dye is extracted [n] 

ECTOZOON CENOOOTZ parasite on body of animal [n -ZOA] 

EFTSOONS EFNOOSST eftsoon (soon afterward) [adv] 

ELMWOODS DELMOOSW ELMWOOD, wood of elm [n] 

ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENTOZOON ENNOOOTZ entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n -ZOA] 

ENZOOTIC CEINOOTZ type of animal disease [n -S] 

EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 

EYEHOOKS EEHKOOSY EYEHOOK, type of hook [n] 

EYETOOTH EEHOOTTY cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

FATWOODS ADFOOSTW FATWOOD, wood used for kindling [n] 

FESTOONS EFNOOSST FESTOON, to hang decorative chains or strips on [v] 

FINFOOTS FFINOOST FINFOOT, aquatic bird [n] 

FIREROOM EFIMOORR room containing ship's boilers [n -S] 

FIREWOOD DEFIOORW wood used as fuel [n -S] 

FISHHOOK FHHIKOOS barbed hook for catching fish [n -S] 

FLATFOOT AFFLOOTT foot condition [n -FEET] / to walk with dragging gait [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLIPBOOK BFIKLOOP book of series of images that when flipped give illusion of movement [n -S] 

FLOODERS DEFLOORS FLOODER, one that floods (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [n] 

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S] / FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

FLOODLIT DFILLOOT illuminated by floodlights [adj] 

FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S] 

FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S] 

FLOORERS EFLOORRS FLOORER, one that floors (to provide with floor (level base of room)) [n] 

FLOORING FGILNOOR floor [n -S] / FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S] 

FLOOSIES EFILOOSS FLOOSIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] / FLOOSY [n] 

FLOOZIES EFILOOSZ FLOOZIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] / FLOOZY [n] 
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FOLKMOOT FKLMOOOT general assembly of people in early England [n -S] 

FOODLAND ADDFLNOO land for production of food [n -S] 

FOODLESS DEFLOOSS FOOD, substance taken into body to maintain life and growth [adj] 

FOODWAYS ADFOOSWY eating habits of people [n -S] 

FOOFARAW AAFFOORW excessive ornamentation [n -S] 

FOOLFISH FFHILOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

FOOLSCAP ACFLOOPS paper size [n -S] 

FOOSBALL ABFLLOOS table game resembling soccer [n -S] 

FOOTAGES AEFGOOST FOOTAGE, length or quantity expressed in feet [n] 

FOOTBAGS ABFGOOST FOOTBAG, small bag filled with pellets that is kept aloft with feet [n] 

FOOTBALL ABFLLOOT type of ball [n -S] 

FOOTBATH ABFHOOTT bath for feet [n -S] 

FOOTBEDS BDEFOOST FOOTBED, insole in boot or shoe [n] 

FOOTBOYS BFOOOSTY FOOTBOY, serving boy [n] 

FOOTFALL AFFLLOOT sound of footstep [n -S] 

FOOTGEAR AEFGOORT footwear (wearing apparel for feet) [n FOOTGEAR, -S] 

FOOTHILL FHILLOOT low hill at foot of higher hills [n -S] 

FOOTHOLD DFHLOOOT secure support for feet [n -S] 

FOOTIEST EFIOOSTT FOOTY, paltry (petty (insignificant)) [adj] 

FOOTINGS FGINOOST FOOTING, foothold (secure support for feet) [n] 

FOOTLERS EFLOORST FOOTLER, one that footles (to waste time) [n] 

FOOTLESS EFLOOSST having no feet [adj] 

FOOTLIKE EFIKLOOT resembling foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves) [adj] 

FOOTLING FGILNOOT FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

FOOTLONG FGLNOOOT hot dog one foot long [n -S] 

FOOTMARK AFKMOORT mark left by foot on surface [n -S] 

FOOTNOTE EFNOOOTT to furnish with explanatory notes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOOTPACE ACEFOOPT walking pace [n -S] 

FOOTPADS ADFOOPST FOOTPAD, one who robs pedestrian [n] 

FOOTPATH AFHOOPTT path for pedestrians [n -S] 

FOOTRACE ACEFOORT race run on foot [n -S] 

FOOTREST EFOORSTT support for feet [n -S] 

FOOTROPE EFOOOPRT rope used in sailing [n -S] 

FOOTSIES EFIOOSST FOOTSIE, flirting game played with feet [n] / FOOTSY [n] 

FOOTSLOG FGLOOOST to march through mud [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

FOOTSORE EFOOORST having sore or tired feet [adj] 

FOOTSTEP EFOOPSTT step with foot [n -S] 

FOOTWALL AFLLOOTW layer of rock beneath vein of ore [n -S] 

FOOTWAYS AFOOSTWY FOOTWAY, footpath (path for pedestrians) [n] 

FOOTWEAR AEFOORTW wearing apparel for feet [n FOOTWEAR] 

FOOTWELL EFLLOOTW space for feet in motor vehicle [n -S] 

FOOTWORK FKOOORTW use of feet [n -S] 

FOOTWORN FNOOORTW footsore (having sore or tired feet) [adj] 

FOOZLERS EFLOORSZ FOOZLER, one that foozles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n] 

FOOZLING FGILNOOZ FOOZLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FOREBOOM BEFMOOOR boom of ship's foremast [n -S] 
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FOREDOOM DEFMOOOR to doom in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREFOOT EFFOOORT one of front feet of animal [n -FEET] 

FOREHOOF EFFHOOOR hoof of forefoot [n -S, -OOVES] 

FORENOON EFNNOOOR period of daylight before noon [n -S] 

FORSOOTH FHOOORST in truth [adv] 

FREEBOOT BEEFOORT to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FUELWOOD DEFLOOUW firewood (wood used as fuel) [n -S] 

GADROONS ADGNOORS GADROON, to decorate with bands of fluted or reeded molding [v] 

GADZOOKS ADGKOOSZ used as mild oath [interj] 

GALLOONS AGLLNOOS GALLOON, ornamental braid [n] 

GALLOOTS AGLLOOST GALLOOT, galoot (awkward or uncouth person) [n] 

GAMEBOOK ABEGKMOO book of strategies used by sports team [n -S] 

GIRLHOOD DGHILOOR state of being girl (female child) [n -S] 

GLOOMFUL FGLLMOOU gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

GLOOMIER EGILMOOR GLOOMY, dismally dark [adj] 

GLOOMILY GILLMOOY GLOOMY, dismally dark [adv] 

GLOOMING GGILMNOO gloaming (twilight (early evening light)) [n -S] / GLOOM, to become dark [v] 

GLOOPIER EGILOOPR GLOOPY, resembling gloop (sticky material) [adj] 

GODHOODS DDGHOOOS GODHOOD, state of being god [n] 

GODROONS DGNOOORS GODROON, gadroon [n] 

GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S] 

GOODBYES BDEGOOSY GOODBYE, concluding remark or gesture at parting [n] 

GOODLIER DEGILOOR GOODLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

GOODNESS DEGNOOSS state of being good (having positive or desirable qualities) [n -ES] 

GOODWIFE DEFGIOOW mistress of household [n -IVES] 

GOODWILL DGILLOOW attitude of friendliness [n -S] 

GOOFBALL ABFGLLOO sleeping pill [n -S] 

GOOFIEST EFGIOOST GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

GOOFUSES EFGOOSSU GOOFUS, foolish or stupid person [n] 

GOOGLIES EGGILOOS GOOGLY, type of bowled ball in cricket [n] 

GOOGLING GGGILNOO GOOGLE, to use Internet search engine [v] 

GOOMBAHS ABGHMOOS GOOMBAH, older man who is friend [n] 

GOOMBAYS ABGMOOSY GOOMBAY, calypso music of Bahamas [n] 

GOONIEST EGINOOST GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GOOPIEST EGIOOPST GOOPY, sticky, gooey [adj] 

GOOSIEST EGIOOSST GOOSEY, goosy (resembling goose (swimming bird) [adj] / GOOSY [adj] 

GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n] 

GROOMERS EGMOORRS GROOMER, one that grooms (to clean and care for) [n] 

GROOMING GGIMNOOR GROOM, to clean and care for [v] 

GROOVERS EGOORRSV GROOVER, one that grooves (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [n] 

GROOVIER EGIOORRV GROOVY, marvelous [adj] 

GROOVILY GILOORVY GROOVY, marvelous [adv] 

GROOVING GGINOORV GROOVE, to form groove (long, narrow depression) [v] 

GUMBOOTS BGMOOSTU GUMBOOT, rubber boot [n] 

GUMWOODS DGMOOSUW GUMWOOD, wood of gumtree [n] 

GUNROOMS GMNOORSU GUNROOM, room on British warship [n] 
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HALLOOED ADEHLLOO HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HANDBOOK ABDHKNOO manual (small reference book) [n -S] 

HANDLOOM ADHLMNOO manually operated loom [n -S] 

HARDBOOT ABDHOORT horseman (one who rides horse) [n -S] 

HARDWOOD ADDHOORW hard, compact wood of various trees [n -S] 

HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S] 

HARPOONS AHNOOPRS HARPOON, to strike with barbed spear [v] 

HEADROOM ADEHMOOR clear vertical space [n -S] 

HEIRLOOM EHILMOOR inherited possession [n -S] 

HENCOOPS CEHNOOPS HENCOOP, cage for hens [n] 

HOLLOOED DEHLLOOO HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HOMEROOM EHMMOOOR classroom where pupils report before classes begin [n -S] 

HOOCHIES CEHHIOOS HOOCHIE, promiscuous young woman [n] 

HOODIEST DEHIOOST HOODY, resembling hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [adj] 

HOODLESS DEHLOOSS lacking hood [adj] 

HOODLIKE DEHIKLOO resembling hood [adj] 

HOODLUMS DHLMOOSU HOODLUM, thug (brutal ruffian or assassin) [n] 

HOODMOLD DDHLMOOO protective projection on cornice [n -S] 

HOODOOED DDEHOOOO HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HOODWINK DHIKNOOW to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOOFBEAT ABEFHOOT sound of hooves striking ground [n -S] 

HOOFLESS EFHLOOSS lacking hooves (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HOOFLIKE EFHIKLOO resembling hoof (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HOOKIEST EHIKOOST HOOKY, full of hooks [adj] 

HOOKINGS GHIKNOOS HOOKING, illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n] 

HOOKLESS EHKLOOSS lacking hook [adj] 

HOOKLETS EHKLOOST HOOKLET, small hook [n] 

HOOKLIKE EHIKKLOO resembling hook [adj] 

HOOKNOSE EHKNOOOS aquiline nose [n -S] 

HOOKWORM HKMOOORW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HOOLIGAN AGHILNOO hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [n -S] 

HOOPLESS EHLOOPSS lacking hoop [adj] 

HOOPLIKE EHIKLOOP suggestive of hoop [adj] 

HOOPSTER EHOOPRST basketball player [n -S] 

HOORAHED ADEHHOOR HOORAH, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOORAYED ADEHOORY HOORAY, to hurrah (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

HOOSEGOW EGHOOOSW jail [n -S] 

HOOSGOWS GHOOOSSW HOOSGOW, hoosegow (jail) [n] 

HOOTCHES CEHHOOST HOOTCH, hooch (cheap whiskey) [n] 

HOOTIEST EHIOOSTT HOOTY, sounding like cry of owl [adj] 

HOOVERED DEEHOORV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v] 

HORNBOOK BHKNOOOR primer (book that covers basics of subject) [n -S] 

HOTBLOOD BDHLOOOT thoroughbred horse [n -S] 

HOTFOOTS FHOOOSTT HOTFOOT, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HULLOOED DEHLLOOU HULLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HYMNBOOK BHKMNOOY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -S] 
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INKWOODS DIKNOOSW INKWOOD, evergreen tree [n] 

IRONWOOD DINOOORW hardwood tree [n -S] 

JACKBOOT ABCJKOOT heavy boot [n -S] 

JARGOONS AGJNOORS JARGOON, variety of zircon [n] 

JIBBOOMS BBIJMOOS JIBBOOM, ship's spar [n] 

KABLOOEY ABEKLOOY used to indicate abrupt happening [interj] 

KABLOOIE ABEIKLOO kablooey (used to indicate abrupt happening) [interj] 

KABLOONA AABKLNOO person who is not Inuit [n -S, -T] 

KABOODLE ABDEKLOO caboodle (collection) [n -S] 

KINGHOOD DGHIKNOO office of king [n -S] 

KINGWOOD DGIKNOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 

KOOKIEST EIKKOOST KOOKIE, kooky (eccentric) [adj] / KOOKY [adj] 

LACEWOOD ACDELOOW Australian tree [n -S] 

LADHOODS ADDHLOOS LADHOOD, state of being lad (boy or youth) [n] 

LADYHOOD ADDHLOOY state of being lady (woman of refinement and gentle manners) [n -S] 

LAGOONAL AAGLLNOO LAGOON, shallow body of water [adj] 

LAMPOONS ALMNOOPS LAMPOON, to ridicule in satirical composition [v] 

LARDOONS ADLNOORS LARDOON, lardon (thin slice of bacon or pork) [n] 

LATEWOOD ADELOOTW part of annual ring of wood [n -S] 

LAWBOOKS ABKLOOSW LAWBOOK, book containing or dealing with laws [n] 

LEGROOMS EGLMOORS LEGROOM, space in which to extend legs [n] 

LINALOOL AILLLNOO fragrant alcohol [n -S] 

LOGBOOKS BGKLOOOS LOGBOOK, record book of ship or aircraft [n] 

LOGWOODS DGLOOOSW LOGWOOD, tropical tree [n] 

LOOKDOWN DKLNOOOW marine fish [n -S] 

LOOKISMS IKLMOOSS LOOKISM, discrimination based on physical appearance [n] 

LOOKISTS IKLOOSST LOOKIST, one that practices lookism [n] 

LOOKITED DEIKLOOT LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LOOKOUTS KLOOOSTU LOOKOUT, one engaged in keeping watch [n] 

LOOKSISM IKLMOOSS lookism (discrimination based on physical appearance) [n -S] 

LOONIEST EILNOOST LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOOPHOLE EHLLOOOP to make small openings in [v -D, -LING, -S] 

LOOPIEST EILOOPST LOOPY, full of loops [adj] 

LOOSENED DEELNOOS LOOSEN, to make looser [v] 

LOOSENER EELNOORS one that loosens (to make looser) [n -S] 

LOOTINGS GILNOOST LOOTING, act of stealing goods left unprotected [n] 

MACAROON AACMNOOR type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n -S] 

MADZOONS ADMNOOSZ MADZOON, matzoon (food made from milk) [n] 

MAIDHOOD ADDHIMOO state of being maiden (young unmarried woman) [n -S] 

MAILROOM AILMMOOR room for processing mail [n -S] 

MANHOODS ADHMNOOS MANHOOD, state of being man (adult human male) [n] 

MARKHOOR AHKMOORR markhor (wild goat) [n -S] 

MAROONED ADEMNOOR MAROON, to abandon in isolated place [v] 

MATZOONS AMNOOSTZ MATZOON, food made from milk [n] 

MEATHOOK AEHKMOOT hook on which to hang meat [n -S] 

METAZOON AEMNOOTZ metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -ZOA] 
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MIDNOONS DIMNNOOS MIDNOON, midday (middle of day) [n] 

MILKWOOD DIKLMOOW tropical tree [n -S] 

MISCOOKS CIKMOOSS MISCOOK, to cook badly [v] 

MONGOOSE EGMNOOOS carnivorous mammal [n -GEESE, -S] 

MONKHOOD DHKMNOOO state of being monk (man who is member of secluded religious order) [n -S] 

MONSOONS MNNOOOSS MONSOON, seasonal wind [n] 

MOOCHERS CEHMOORS MOOCHER, one that mooches (to obtain without paying) [n] 

MOOCHING CGHIMNOO MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOODIEST DEIMOOST MOODY, given to changing moods [adj] 

MOONBEAM ABEMMNOO ray of light from moon (earth's natural satellite) [n -S] 

MOONBOWS BMNOOOSW MOONBOW, rainbow formed by light from moon [n] 

MOONCALF ACFLMNOO foolish person [n -LVES] 

MOONDOGS DGMNOOOS MOONDOG, bright spot in sky formed by moonlight [n] 

MOONDUST DMNOOSTU dust on moon [n -S] 

MOONEYES EEMNOOSY MOONEYE, freshwater fish [n] 

MOONFISH FHIMNOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

MOONGATE AEGMNOOT circular gateway in wall [n -S] 

MOONIEST EIMNOOST MOONY, resembling moon [adj] 

MOONLESS ELMNOOSS lacking light of moon [adj] 

MOONLETS ELMNOOST MOONLET, small satellite [n] 

MOONLIKE EIKLMNOO resembling moon [adj] 

MOONPORT MNOOOPRT facility for launching spacecraft to moon [n -S] 

MOONRISE EIMNOORS rising of moon above horizon [n -S] 

MOONROOF FMNOOOOR glass panel in automobile roof [n -S] 

MOONSAIL AILMNOOS light, square sail [n -S] 

MOONSEED DEEMNOOS climbing plant [n -S] 

MOONSETS EMNOOSST MOONSET, setting of moon below horizon [n] 

MOONSHOT HMNOOOST launching of spacecraft to moon [n -S] 

MOONWALK AKLMNOOW to walk on moon [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MOONWARD ADMNOORW toward moon [adv] 

MOONWORT MNOOORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

MOORAGES AEGMOORS MOORAGE, act of mooring (to secure vessel by means of cables) [n] 

MOORCOCK CCKMOOOR male moorfowl [n -S] 

MOORFOWL FLMOOORW game bird [n -S] 

MOORHENS EHMNOORS MOORHEN, female moorfowl [n] 

MOORIEST EIMOORST MOORY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

MOORINGS GIMNOORS MOORING, place where vessel may be moored [n] 

MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S] 

MOORWORT MOOORRTW marsh plant [n -S] 

MOOTNESS EMNOOSST state of being without legal significance [n -ES] 

MUDROOMS DMMOORSU MUDROOM, room for shedding muddy clothing or footwear [n] 

MUNGOOSE EGMNOOSU mongoose (carnivorous mammal) [n -S] 

MUSHROOM HMMOORSU to grow or spread rapidly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUSKROOT KMOORSTU perennial herb [n -S] 

NAINSOOK AIKNNOOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

NETBOOKS BEKNOOST NETBOOK, small portable computer [n] 
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NETROOTS ENOORSTT political activists at basic level of society who communicate via Internet [n NETROOTS] 

NEWSROOM EMNOORSW room where news is gathered [n -S] 

NEXTDOOR DENOORTX located in next building or room [adj] 

NONBOOKS BKNNOOOS NONBOOK, book of little literary merit [n] 

NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody (containing or resembling wood) [adj] 

NOODGING DGGINNOO NOODGE, to nag (to find fault incessantly) [v] 

NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] / NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

NOOKLIKE EIKKLNOO NOOK, corner, as in room [adj] 

NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n] 

NOONINGS GINNNOOS NOONING, meal eaten at noon [n] 

NOONTIDE DEINNOOT noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOONTIME EIMNNOOT noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOTEBOOK BEKNOOOT book in which to write [n -S] 

NUTWOODS DNOOSTUW NUTWOOD, nut-bearing tree [n] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

OFFSHOOT FFHOOOST lateral shoot from main stem [n -S] 

OILPROOF FILOOOPR impervious to oil [adj] 

OLICOOKS CIKLOOOS OLICOOK, doughnut (ring-shaped cake) [n] 

ONLOOKER EKLNOOOR spectator [n -S] 

OUTBLOOM BLMOOOTU to surpass in blooming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCOOKS CKOOOSTU OUTCOOK, to surpass in cooking [v] 

OUTDOORS DOOORSTU in open air [adv] 

OUTFOOLS FLOOOSTU OUTFOOL, to surpass in fooling [v] 

OUTFOOTS FOOOSTTU OUTFOOT, to surpass in speed [v] 

OUTLOOKS KLOOOSTU OUTLOOK, point of view [n] 

OUTROOTS OOORSTTU OUTROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

OUTSCOOP COOOPSTU to surpass in scooping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHOOT HOOOSTTU to shoot better than [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTOOD DOOOSTTU OUTSTAND, to endure beyond [v] 

OVERBOOK BEKOOORV to issue reservations in excess of space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBOOT BEOOORTV boot worn over shoe or another boot [n -S] 

OVERCOOK CEKOOORV to cook too long [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCOOL CELOOORV to make too cool [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLOOK EKLOOORV to fail to notice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSOON ENOOORSV too soon [adv] 

OVERTOOK EKOOORTV OVERTAKE, to catch up with [v] 

OXBLOODS BDLOOOSX OXBLOOD, deep red color [n] 

PALOOKAS AAKLOOPS PALOOKA, inferior boxer [n] 

PANDOORS ADNOOPRS PANDOOR, pandour (marauding soldier) [n] 

PAPOOSES AEOOPPSS PAPOOSE, Native American baby [n] 

PAPPOOSE AEOOPPPS papoose (Native American baby) [n -S] 

PASSBOOK ABKOOPSS bankbook (depositor's book) [n -S] 

PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

PATROONS ANOOPRST PATROON, landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n] 

PEARWOOD ADEOOPRW wood of pear tree [n -S] 

PEKEPOOS EEKOOPPS PEKEPOO, peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n] 
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PICAROON ACINOOPR to act as pirate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINEWOOD DEINOOPW wood of pine tree [n -S] 

PINKROOT IKNOOPRT medicinal plant root [n -S] 

PLATOONS ALNOOPST PLATOON, to alternate with another player at same position [v] 

PLAYBOOK ABKLOOPY book containing one or more literary works for stage [n -S] 

PLAYROOM ALMOOPRY recreation room [n -S] 

PLYWOODS DLOOPSWY PLYWOOD, building material [n] 

POKEROOT EKOOOPRT pokeweed (perennial herb) [n -S] 

POLTROON LNOOOPRT base coward [n -S] 

PONTOONS NNOOOPST PONTOON, to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v] 

POOCHING CGHINOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S] 

POOLROOM LMOOOOPR establishment for playing of billiards [n -S] 

POOLSIDE DEILOOPS area surrounding swimming pool [n -S] 

POOPIEST EIOOPPST POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POORNESS ENOOPRSS state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -ES] 

POORTITH HIOOPRTT poverty (state of being poor (lacking means of support)) [n -S] 

POORWILL ILLOOPRW small North American bird [n -S] 

PORKWOOD DKOOOPRW tropical tree [n -S] 

POTHOOKS HKOOOPST POTHOOK, hook for lifting or hanging pots [n] 

PREBOOKS BEKOOPRS PREBOOK, to book beforehand [v] 

PRECOOKS CEKOOPRS PRECOOK, to cook beforehand [v] 

PRECOOLS CELOOPRS PRECOOL, to cool beforehand [v] 

PROOFERS EFOOPRRS PROOFER, one that proofs (to examine for errors) [n] 

PROOFING FGINOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

PUCCOONS CCNOOPSU PUCCOON, herb that yields red dye [n] 

PULPWOOD DLOOPPUW soft wood used in making paper [n -S] 

QUADROON ADNOOQRU person of one-quarter black ancestry [n -S] 

RACCOONS ACCNOORS RACCOON, carnivorous mammal [n] 

RATOONED ADENOORT RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

RATOONER AENOORRT plant that ratoons [n -S] 

RATTOONS ANOORSTT RATTOON, to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v] 

REAPHOOK AEHKOOPR implement used in reaping [n -S] 

REBLOOMS BELMOORS REBLOOM, to bloom again [v] 

REBOOKED BDEEKOOR REBOOK, to book again [v] 

REBOOTED BDEEOORT REBOOT, to boot again [v] 

RECHOOSE CEEHOORS to choose again [v -HOSE, -HOSEN, -SING, -S] 

RECOOKED CDEEKOOR RECOOK, to cook again [v] 

REDROOTS DEOORRST REDROOT, perennial herb [n] 

REDWOODS DDEOORSW REDWOOD, very tall evergreen tree [n] 

REFLOODS DEFLOORS REFLOOD, to flood again [v] 

REGROOMS EGMOORRS REGROOM, to groom again [v] 

REGROOVE EEGOORRV to groove again [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RELOOKED DEEKLOOR RELOOK, to look again [v] 

REPROOFS EFOOPRRS REPROOF, criticism for fault [n] 

REROOFED DEEFOORR REROOF, to roof again [v] 
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RESCHOOL CEHLOORS to school again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESHOOTS EHOORSST RESHOOT, to shoot again [v] 

RESMOOTH EHMOORST to smooth again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOOLS ELOOPRSS RESPOOL, to spool again [v] 

RESTROOM EMOORRST room furnished with toilets and sinks [n -S] 

RETOOLED DEELOORT RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RIGADOON ADGINOOR lively dance [n -S] 

ROCKOONS CKNOOORS ROCKOON, small rocket [n] 

ROCKWOOL CKLOOORW mineral wool used for insulation [n -S] 

ROOFINGS FGINOORS ROOFING, material for roof [n] 

ROOFLESS EFLOORSS having no roof [adj] 

ROOFLIKE EFIKLOOR resembling roof [adj] 

ROOFLINE EFILNOOR profile of roof [n -S] 

ROOFTOPS FOOOPRST ROOFTOP, roof [n] 

ROOFTREE EEFOORRT horizontal timber in roof [n -S] 

ROOKIEST EIKOORST ROOKY, abounding in rooks [adj] 

ROOMETTE EEMOORTT small room [n -S] 

ROOMFULS FLMOORSU ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n] 

ROOMIEST EIMOORST ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOMMATE AEMMOORT one with whom room is shared [n -S] 

ROOMSFUL FLMOORSU ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n] 

ROORBACH ABCHOORR roorback (false story used for political advantage) [n -S] 

ROORBACK ABCKOORR false story used for political advantage [n -S] 

ROOSTERS EOORRSST ROOSTER, male chicken [n] 

ROOSTING GINOORST ROOST, to settle down for rest or sleep [v] 

ROOTAGES AEGOORST ROOTAGE, system of roots [n] 

ROOTBALL ABLLOORT mass of plant's roots and surrounding soil [n -S] 

ROOTCAPS ACOOPRST ROOTCAP, loose mass of cells that covers tip of some roots [n] 

ROOTHOLD DHLOOORT embedding of plant to soil through growing of roots [n -S] 

ROOTIEST EIOORSTT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROOTKITS IKOORSTT ROOTKIT, software that enables unauthorized access to computer [n]  

ROOTLESS ELOORSST having no roots [adj] 

ROOTLETS ELOORSTT ROOTLET, small root [n] 

ROOTLIKE EIKLOORT resembling root [adj] 

ROOTLING GILNOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTSIER EIOORRST ROOTSY, showing traditional musical origins [adj] 

ROOTWORM MOOORRTW beetle whose larvae feed on roots of crop plants [n -S] 

ROSEROOT EOOORRST perennial herb [n -S] 

ROSEWOOD DEOOORSW tropical tree [n -S] 

RUBABOOS ABBOORSU RUBABOO, type of soup [n] 

SAGEHOOD ADEGHOOS state of being wise (having wisdom (power of true and right discernment)) [n -S] 

SALEROOM AELMOORS room in which goods are displayed for sale [n -S] 

SANTOORS ANOORSST SANTOOR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n] 

SAPWOODS ADOOPSSW SAPWOOD, newly formed outer wood of tree [n] 

SASSWOOD ADOOSSSW African tree [n -S] 

SAWTOOTH AHOOSTTW cutting edge on saw [n -TEETH] 
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SCHMOOSE CEHMOOSS to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCHMOOZE CEHMOOSZ to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SCHMOOZY CHMOOSYZ given to schmoozing [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SCHNOOKS CHKNOOSS SCHNOOK, easily deceived person [n] 

SCHOOLED CDEHLOOS SCHOOL, to educate in institution of learning [v] 

SCHOOLER CEHLOORS person attending school [n -S] 

SCHOONER CEHNOORS sailing vessel [n -S] 

SCOOCHED CCDEHOOS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCOOCHES CCEHOOSS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCOOPERS CEOOPRSS SCOOPER, one that scoops (to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil)) [n] 

SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S, -PSFUL] 

SCOOPING CGINOOPS SCOOP, to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil) [v] 

SCOOTERS CEOORSST SCOOTER, to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v] 

SCOOTING CGINOOST SCOOT, to go quickly [v] 

SCROOGES CEGOORSS SCROOGE, miserly person [n] 

SCROOPED CDEOOPRS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SCROOTCH CCHOORST to scrooch (to crouch (to stoop (to bend body forward and down))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SEABOOTS ABEOOSST SEABOOT, waterproof boot [n] 

SEAFLOOR AEFLOORS bottom of sea [n -S] 

SEAFOODS ADEFOOSS SEAFOOD, edible fish or shellfish from sea [n] 

SELFHOOD DEFHLOOS state of being individual person [n -S] 

SERFHOOD DEFHOORS serfdom (state of being serf (feudal slave)) [n -S] 

SESSPOOL ELOOPSSS cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

SHADOOFS ADFHOOSS SHADOOF, device used in Egypt for raising water for irrigation [n] 

SHALLOON AHLLNOOS woolen fabric [n -S] 

SHAMPOOS AHMOOPSS SHAMPOO, to cleanse with special preparation [v] 

SHATOOSH AHHOOSST fabric made from wool of chiru [n -ES] 

SHEROOTS EHOORSST SHEROOT, cheroot (square-cut cigar) [n] 

SHMOOZED DEHMOOSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHMOOZER EHMOORSZ one that shmoozes (to schmooze (to gossip)) [n -S] 

SHMOOZES EHMOOSSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHOOLING GHILNOOS SHOOL, to shovel (to take up with shovel (digging implement)) [v] 

SHOOSHED DEHHOOSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOTERS EHOORSST SHOOTER, one that shoots (to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon) [n] 

SHOOTING GHINOOST act of one that shoots [n -S] / SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

SHOOTIST HIOOSSTT one that is skilled at shooting [n -S] 

SHOOTOUT HOOOSTTU battle fought with handguns or rifles [n -S] 

SHOWROOM HMOOORSW room used for display of merchandise [n -S] 

SHROOMER EHMOORRS one who enjoys eating mushrooms [n -S] 

SICKROOM CIKMOORS room occupied by sick person [n -S] 

SKIDDOOS DDIKOOSS SKIDDOO, to go away [v] 

SKIDOOED DDEIKOOS SKIDOO, to skiddoo (to go away) [v] 

SKIDOOER DEIKOORS one that rides on snowmobile [n -S] 

SKOOKUMS KKMOOSSU SKOOKUM, evil spirit [n] 

SKYHOOKS HKKOOSSY SKYHOOK, hook conceived as being suspended from sky [n] 
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SLYBOOTS BLOOSSTY sly person [n SLYBOOTS] 

SMOOCHED CDEHMOOS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SMOOCHER CEHMOORS one that smooches (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n -S] 

SMOOCHES CEHMOOSS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SMOOSHED DEHMOOSS SMOOSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SMOOSHES EHMOOSSS SMOOSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SMOOTHED DEHMOOST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] / SMOOTHE [v] 

SMOOTHEN EHMNOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMOOTHER EHMOORST SMOOTH, having surface that is free from irregularities [adj] / one that smooths (to make smooth) [n -S] 

SMOOTHES EHMOOSST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] / SMOOTHE [v] 

SMOOTHIE EHIMOOST person with polished manners [n -S] 

SMOOTHLY HLMOOSTY in smooth (having surface that is free from irregularities) manner [adv] 

SNOODING DGINNOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SNOOKERS EKNOORSS SNOOKER, to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

SNOOKING GIKNNOOS SNOOK, to sniff (to inhale audibly through nose) [v] 

SNOOLING GILNNOOS SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

SNOOPERS ENOOPRSS SNOOPER, one that snoops (to pry about) [n] 

SNOOPIER EINOOPRS SNOOPY, given to snooping [adj] 

SNOOPILY ILNOOPSY SNOOPY, given to snooping [adv] 

SNOOPING GINNOOPS SNOOP, to pry about [v] 

SNOOTFUL FLNOOSTU enough alcoholic liquor to make one drunk [n -S] 

SNOOTIER EINOORST SNOOTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

SNOOTILY ILNOOSTY SNOOTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adv] 

SNOOTING GINNOOST SNOOT, to treat with disdain [v] 

SNOOZERS ENOORSSZ SNOOZER, one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n] 

SNOOZIER EINOORSZ SNOOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

SNOOZING GINNOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZLED DELNOOSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SNOOZLES ELNOOSSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SOFTWOOD DFOOOSTW soft wood of various trees [n -S] 

SONGBOOK BGKNOOOS book of songs [n -S] 

SONHOODS DHNOOOSS SONHOOD, state of being son (male child) [n] 

SOOCHONG CGHNOOOS souchong (Chinese tea) [n -S] 

SOOTHERS EHOORSST SOOTHER, one that soothes (to restore to quiet or normal state) [n] 

SOOTHEST EHOOSSTT SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] 

SOOTHING GHINOOST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SOOTHSAY AHOOSSTY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -SAID, -ING, -S] 

SOOTIEST EIOOSSTT SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

SOURWOOD DOOORSUW flowering tree [n -S] 

SPITTOON INOOPSTT receptacle for saliva [n -S] 

SPONTOON NNOOOPST spear-like weapon [n -S] 

SPOOFERS EFOOPRSS SPOOFER, one that spoofs (to ridicule in fun) [n] 

SPOOFERY EFOOPRSY good-natured ridicule [n -RIES] 

SPOOFING FGINOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v] 

SPOOKERY EKOOPRSY something spooky [n -RIES] 

SPOOKIER EIKOOPRS SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adj] 
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SPOOKILY IKLOOPSY SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adv] 

SPOOKING GIKNOOPS SPOOK, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

SPOOKISH HIKOOPSS spooky (scary (frightening)) [adj] 

SPOOLERS ELOOPRSS SPOOLER, one that spools (to wind on small cylinder) [n] 

SPOOLING GILNOOPS temporary storage of data for later output [n -S] / SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder [v] 

SPOONERS ENOOPRSS SPOONER, one that behaves in amorous way [n] 

SPOONEYS ENOOPSSY SPOONEY, spoony (spoony person) [n] 

SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S, -NSFUL] 

SPOONIER EINOOPRS SPOONEY, spoony (overly sentimental) [adj] / SPOONY [adj] 

SPOONIES EINOOPSS SPOONY, spoony person [n] 

SPOONILY ILNOOPSY SPOONY, overly sentimental [adv] 

SPOONING GINNOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

SPOORERS EOOPRRSS SPOORER, one that spoors (to track animal) [n] 

SPOORING GINOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SQUOOSHY HOOQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STOOGING GGINOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STOOKERS EKOORSST STOOKER, one that stooks (to stack (as bundles of grain) upright in field for drying) [n] 

STOOKING GIKNOOST work of stooker [n -S] / STOOK, to stack (as bundles of grain) upright in field for drying [v] 

STOOLIES EILOOSST STOOLIE, informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n] 

STOOLING GILNOOST STOOL, to defecate (to discharge feces) [v] 

STOOPERS EOOPRSST STOOPER, one that stoops (to bend body forward and down) [n] 

STOOPING GINOOPST STOOP, to bend body forward and down [v] 

STUDBOOK BDKOOSTU record of pedigree of purebred animals [n -S] 

SUBCOOLS BCLOOSSU SUBCOOL, to cool below freezing point without solidification [v] 

SUBFLOOR BFLOORSU rough floor laid as base for finished floor [n -S] 

SUNPROOF FNOOPRSU resistant to damage by sunlight [adj] 

SUNROOFS FNOORSSU SUNROOF, automobile roof having openable panel [n] 

SUNROOMS MNOORSSU SUNROOM, room built to admit great amount of sunlight [n] 

SWOONERS ENOORSSW SWOONER, one that swoons (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [n] 

SWOONIER EINOORSW SWOONY, languid, dazed [adj] 

SWOONING GINNOOSW SWOON, to faint (to lose consciousness) [v] 

SWOOPERS EOOPRSSW SWOOPER, one that swoops (to make sudden descent) [n] 

SWOOPIER EIOOPRSW SWOOPY, having sweeping lines or features [adj] 

SWOOPING GINOOPSW SWOOP, to make sudden descent [v] 

SWOOSHED DEHOOSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SWOOSHES EHOOSSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

TABOOING ABGINOOT TABOO, to exclude from use, approach, or mention [v] 

TABOOLEY ABELOOTY tabouli (Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint) [n -S] 

TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TALOOKAS AAKLOOST TALOOKA, taluk (estate in India) [n] 

TANDOORI ADINOORT TANDOOR, clay oven [n] / food cooked in tandoor [n -S] 

TANDOORS ADNOORST TANDOOR, clay oven [n] 

TAPROOMS AMOOPRST TAPROOM, barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n] 

TAPROOTS AOOPRSTT TAPROOT, main root of plant [n] 

TARBOOSH ABHOORST cap worn by Muslim men [n -ES] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 
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TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S] 

TEAKWOOD ADEKOOTW wood of teak [n -S] 

TEAROOMS AEMOORST TEAROOM, restaurant serving tea [n] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TESTOONS ENOOSSTT TESTOON, teston (former French coin) [n] 

TEXTBOOK BEKOOTTX book used in study of subject [n -S] 

TOLBOOTH BHLOOOTT prison [n -S] 

TOMFOOLS FLMOOOST TOMFOOL, foolish person [n] 

TOODLING DGILNOOT TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOLBARS ABLOORST TOOLBAR, row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n] 

TOOLHEAD ADEHLOOT part of machine [n -S] 

TOOLINGS GILNOOST TOOLING, ornamentation done with tools [n] 

TOOLLESS ELLOOSST having no tools [adj] 

TOOLPUSH HLOOPSTU worker who directs drilling on oil rig [n -ES] 

TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOLSETS ELOOSSTT TOOLSET, set of tools [n] 

TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOOTHIER EHIOORTT TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adj] 

TOOTHILY HILOOTTY TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adv] 

TOOTHING GHINOOTT TOOTH, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

TOOTLERS ELOORSTT TOOTLER, one that tootles (to toot softly or repeatedly) [n] 

TOOTLING GILNOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TOOTSIES EIOOSSTT TOOTSIE, tootsy (foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves)) [n] / TOOTSY [n] 

TRAPDOOR ADOOPRRT lifting or sliding door covering opening [n -S] 

TROOPERS EOOPRRST TROOPER, cavalryman [n] 

TROOPIAL AILOOPRT troupial (tropical bird) [n -S] 

TROOPING GINOOPRT TROOP, to move or gather in crowds [v] 

TWOONIES EINOOSTW TWOONIE, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n] 

TYPHOONS HNOOPSTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [n] 

UNBLOODY BDLNOOUY not bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

UNBOOTED BDENOOTU not booted (to load program into computer) [adj] 

UNCOOKED CDEKNOOU not cooked (to prepare food by heating) [adj] 

UNCOOLED CDELNOOU not cooled (to make less warm) [adj] 

UNHOODED DDEHNOOU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNHOOKED DEHKNOOU UNHOOK, to remove from hook [v] 

UNLOOSED DELNOOSU UNLOOSE, to set free [v] 

UNLOOSEN ELNNOOSU to unloose (to set free) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNLOOSES ELNOOSSU UNLOOSE, to set free [v] 

UNMOORED DEMNOORU UNMOOR, to release from moorings [v] 

UNROOFED DEFNOORU UNROOF, to strip off roof of [v] 

UNROOTED DENOORTU UNROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

UNSPOOLS LNOOPSSU UNSPOOL, to unwind from small cylinder [v] 

UNWOODED DDENOOUW not wooded (to furnish with wood (hard, fibrous substance beneath bark of tree or shrub)) [adj] 

UPROOTAL ALOOPRTU act of uprooting (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROOTED DEOOPRTU UPROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

UPROOTER EOOPRRTU one that uproots (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 
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UPSHOOTS HOOPSSTU UPSHOOT, to shoot upward [v] 

VAMOOSED ADEMOOSV VAMOOSE, to leave quickly [v] 

VAMOOSES AEMOOSSV VAMOOSE, to leave quickly [v] 

VANPOOLS ALNOOPSV VANPOOL, arrangement whereby several commuters travel in one van [n] 

VAROOMED ADEMOORV VAROOM, to vroom (to run engine at high speed) [v] 

VIEWBOOK BEIKOOVW promotional booklet with pictures that is published by college or university [n -S] 

VOODOOED DDEOOOOV VOODOO, to hex (to cast evil spell upon) [v] 

VROOMING GIMNOORV VROOM, to run engine at high speed [v] 

WARDROOM ADMOORRW dining area for officers on warship [n -S] 

WAREROOM AEMOORRW room in which goods are displayed for sale [n -S] 

WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S] 

WETPROOF EFOOPRTW waterproof [adj] 

WHOOFING FGHINOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOMPHS HHMOOPSW WHOOMPH, whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n] 

WHOOPEES EEHOOPSW WHOOPEE, boisterous fun [n] 

WHOOPERS EHOOPRSW WHOOPER, one that whoops (to utter loud cries) [n] 

WHOOPIES EHIOOPSW WHOOPIE, whoopee (boisterous fun) [n] 

WHOOPING GHINOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOPLAS AHLOOPSW WHOOPLA, noisy commotion [n] 

WHOOSHED DEHHOOSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOOSHES EHHOOSSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WIFEHOOD DEFHIOOW state of being wife (woman married to man) [n -S] 

WILDWOOD DDILOOWW natural forest land [n -S] 

WITLOOFS FILOOSTW WITLOOF, chicory (perennial herb) [n] 

WOODBIND BDDINOOW woodbine (European shrub) [n -S] 

WOODBINE BDEINOOW European shrub [n -S] 

WOODBINS BDINOOSW WOODBIN, bin for holding firewood [n] 

WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S] 

WOODCOCK CCDKOOOW game bird [n -S] 

WOODCUTS CDOOSTUW WOODCUT, engraved block of wood [n] 

WOODENER DEENOORW WOODEN, resembling wood in stiffness [adj] 

WOODENLY DELNOOWY WOODEN, resembling wood in stiffness [adv] 

WOODFERN DEFNOORW  evergreen fern [n -S] 

WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n] 

WOODIEST DEIOOSTW WOODY, containing or resembling wood [adj] 

WOODLAND ADDLNOOW land covered with trees [n -S] 

WOODLARK ADKLOORW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WOODLESS DELOOSSW having no wood [adj] 

WOODLICE CDEILOOW WOODLOUSE, sowbug (wood louse) [n] / sowbugs [n WOODLICE] 

WOODLORE DELOOORW knowledge of forest [n -S] 

WOODLOTS DLOOOSTW WOODLOT, area restricted to growing of forest trees [n] 

WOODMICE CDEIMOOW WOODMOUSE, field mouse [n] / field mice [n WOODMICE] 

WOODNOTE DENOOOTW song or call of forest bird [n -S] 

WOODPILE DEILOOPW pile of wood [n -S] 

WOODRATS ADOORSTW WOODRAT, North American rat having well-furred tail and large ears [n] 

WOODRUFF DFFOORUW aromatic herb [n -S] 
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WOODRUSH DHOORSUW grasslike plant having leaves fringed with long hairs [n -ES] 

WOODSHED DDEHOOSW to practice on musical instrument [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

WOODSIAS ADIOOSSW WOODSIA, small fern [n] 

WOODSIER DEIOORSW WOODSY, suggestive of forest [adj] 

WOODSMAN ADMNOOSW one who works or lives in forest [n -MEN] 

WOODSMEN DEMNOOSW WOODSMAN, one who works or lives in forest [n] 

WOODTONE DENOOOTW finish that imitates wood [n -S] 

WOODWASP ADOOPSWW large wasplike insect [n -S] 

WOODWIND DDINOOWW musical wind instrument [n -S] 

WOODWORK DKOOORWW work made of wood [n -S] 

WOODWORM DMOOORWW wood-boring worm [n -S] 

WOODYARD ADDOORWY yard where wood is chopped or stored [n -S] 

WOOINGLY GILNOOWY attractively (in attractive manner) [adv] 

WOOLFELL EFLLLOOW woolskin (sheepskin with wool still on it) [n -S] 

WOOLHATS AHLOOSTW WOOLHAT, one who works small farm [n] 

WOOLIEST EILOOSTW WOOLY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

WOOLLENS ELLNOOSW WOOLLEN, woolen (fabric made of wool) [n] 

WOOLLIER EILLOORW WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adj] 

WOOLLIES EILLOOSW WOOLLY, garment made of wool [n] 

WOOLLIKE EIKLLOOW resembling wool (dense, soft hair forming coat of certain mammals) [adj] 

WOOLLILY ILLLOOWY WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adv] 

WOOLPACK ACKLOOPW bag for packing bale of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSACK ACKLOOSW sack of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSHED DEHLOOSW building in which sheep are sheared [n -S] 

WOOLSKIN IKLNOOSW sheepskin with wool still on it [n -S] 

WOOLWORK KLOOORWW needlework [n -S] 

WOOMERAS AEMOORSW WOOMERA, womera (device used to propel spears) [n] 

WOONERFS EFNOORSW WOONERF, road in Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n] 

WOOPSING GINOOPSW WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

WOORALIS AILOORSW WOORALI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

WOORARIS AIOORRSW WOORARI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

WOOSHING GHINOOSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WOOZIEST EIOOSTWZ WOOZY, dazed [adj] 

WORDBOOK BDKOOORW dictionary [n -S] 

WORKBOOK BKKOOORW exercise book for student [n -S] 

WORKBOOT BKOOORTW sturdy leather boot for workers [n -S] 

WORKROOM KMOOORRW room in which work is done [n -S] 

WORMROOT MOOORRTW pinkroot (medicinal plant root) [n -S] 

WORMWOOD DMOOORWW European herb [n -S] 

YAHOOISM AHIMOOSY coarse, uncouth behavior [n -S] 

YEARBOOK ABEKOORY book published each year by graduating class [n -S] 

ZOOCHORE CEHOOORZ plant dispersed by animals [n -S] 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 

ZOOGENIC CEGINOOZ caused by animals or their activities [adj] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLEAL AEGLLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [adj] 
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ZOOGLEAS AEGLOOSZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -E, -S] 

ZOOLATER AELOORTZ one that worships animals [n -S] 

ZOOLATRY ALOORTYZ worship of animals [n -RIES] 

ZOOLOGIC CGILOOOZ ZOOLOGY, science that deals with animals [adj] 

ZOOMABLE ABELMOOZ capable of being viewed at various levels of detail and magnification [adj] 

ZOOMANIA AAIMNOOZ excessive interest in animals [n -S] 

ZOOMETRY EMOORTYZ measurement of animals or animal parts [n -RIES] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

ZOONOSES ENOOOSSZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n] 

ZOONOSIS INOOOSSZ disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n -SES] 

ZOONOTIC CINOOOTZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [adj] 

ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHILY HILOOPYZ love of animals [n -LIES] 

ZOOPHOBE BEHOOOPZ one who fears or hates animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHYTE EHOOPTYZ invertebrate animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPERM EMOOPRSZ male fertilizing element of animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPORE EOOOPRSZ type of spore [n -S] 

ZOOTIEST EIOOSTTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 

ZOOTOMIC CIMOOOTZ ZOOTOMY, dissection of animals [adj] 

 

Ends with -OO 

BALLYHOO ABHLLOOY to promote by uproar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO to dance to rock music [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUCKAROO ABCKOORU cowboy [n -S] 

BUCKEROO BCEKOORU buckaroo (cowboy) [n -S] 

CALLALOO AACLLLOO crabmeat soup [n -S] 

COCKAPOO ACCKOOOP hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S] 

COCKATOO ACCKOOOT parrot [n -S] 

GARDYLOO ADGLOORY used as warning cry [interj] 

JACKAROO AACJKOOR jackeroo (inexperienced ranch hand) [n -S] 

JACKEROO ACEJKOOR inexperienced ranch hand [n -S] 

KANGAROO AAGKNOOR Australian mammal [n -S] 

MALTIPOO AILMOOPT cross between Maltese and poodle [n -S]  

PEEKABOO ABEEKOOP children's game [n -S] 

PEEKAPOO AEEKOOPP dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle [n -S] 

RUBBABOO ABBBOORU rubaboo (type of soup) [n -S] 

VINDALOO ADILNOOV curried dish made with meat, garlic, and wine [n -S] 

WALLAROO AALLOORW large kangaroo [n -S] 

WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n -S] 

WATERLOO AELOORTW decisive defeat [n -S] 

 


